Figure 17.1.2 illustrates how the DT HR mixer works. Since the sampling rate is f s =8f c , the 7 th harmonic folds to f c , and the 5 th harmonic folds to 3f c , etc. Two DT I/Q mixers multiply the incoming samples with a DT cosine and sine wave, i.e., weighting factors of 1 and (1+√2) (cosine and sine with frequency f c sampled at 8f c ). Since the DT clock is periodic, its spectrum only contains an impulse at f c . Multiplying the oversampled signal with the DT clock will downconvert the signal from f c to DC without folding harmonics at 2f c , 3f c , and 4f c . However, the harmonics already folded to f c during the oversampling process cannot be differentiated from the wanted signal. These undistinguishable RF images are located at (k•n±1)f c (k=1,2,3…; and n=f s /f c ). If n=8, the un-suppressed RF images are the 7 th , 9 th , 15 th , 17 th , … harmonics, but the problematic 3 rd and 5 th harmonics are cancelled. The DT cosine and sine waves have a 90˚ phase difference, which, similar to a continuous-time mixer, transfers the phase of the RF input signal to IF. In contrast to the case with an approximation by a time delay [3, 4] , which is only exact for one frequency [5] , the 90p hase shift by DT I/Q mixing is frequency independent leading to a true wideband image rejection. Furthermore, the HR mixing also suppresses noise around harmonics, and hence reduces noise folding. In simulation, a 3dB NF improvement is observed, which intuitively makes sense since half of the odd-order harmonic folded noise components are suppressed. 3 shows the SC core circuitry. For clarity only half of the fully differential system is shown. Eight interleaved sampling cells are controlled by 8-phase non-overlapping clocks, with CLK in for the sampling function and CLK out for the mixing function. Each of the 8-phase clocks has a sample rate of f c , and altogether an effective sample rate of 8f c is achieved. In each sampling cell, there are two weighted sampling capacitors. To reliably make an non-integer 1:(1+√2) ratio in layout is difficult. We use unit capacitor C su with a 2:5 ratio as an approximation, which is theoretically sufficient for 35dB 3 rd and 5 th -order HR assuming 1p hase error. Second-order effects such as charge sharing and gain roll-off can give several dBs extra. Although 5:12 would be more accurate, gain errors still don't dominate over the phase errors originating from clock timing mismatches. The DT mixing function is implemented via a systematic combination of the output switches, to transfer charges from sampling capacitors to buffer capacitors (C b ). The charge sharing between the sampling and buffer capacitors implements a low-pass IIR filter [3] . The outputs can be decimated, e.g., via a moving average [3] , to a lower sample rate and the next stages can use further DT signal processing as done in [3] . At the low side, AC coupling limits the gain and at the high end the clock-circuitry speed limit of 3.6GHz is reached. Due to the varying gain, the SSB NF ranges from 12dB to 19dB, which is 20dB better than [4] and is the lowest among all voltage-sampling mixers discussed in [6] .
In literature, a continuous-time HR mixer for transmitters is proposed in [7] , and a 2MHz IF HR sampler in [8] , both using weighted amplifiers. We exploit weighted capacitors which can have superior matching properties, and only need one RF amplifier, while still generating quadrature IF signals. The same number of clock phases is needed for the proposed architecture and that of [7] and [8] , and therefore, there is no extra cost on clock speed.
A good HR ratio over a wide channel BW is important for wideband standards and for future cognitive radio applications which might use multiple segments of free spectrum spreading over a wide band. It is also important to reduce the distortions caused by strong out-of-channel interferes. In [8] , the IF HR sampler is implemented by summing the sampled data. This operation is equivalent to using a FIR filter to reject harmonics, which is only effective for a limited channel BW due to the limited notch BW inherent in any FIR filter. DT mixing, however, does not have this limitation. In Figure 17 .1.5, the upper plot shows the HR ratio for a sampler using FIR filter drops significantly over the channel, while the proposed architecture gives wideband HR without channel BW limitation. The trend of the measured results is in good agreement with the simulated results. However, phase and gain mismatches limit the achievable HR ratio (not considered in the simulation results). 
